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DESIGN CHANGE BULLETINS CHANGE. NOTICE EFFECTIVE AT OKCE



BABV ACE-MOOEL'C" ^——2*" —



using a blue ball point pen or blue ink. The distance between the front fitting mounting hole and the bottom of the spar should read 1% in. The distance between the rear fitting mounting hole and the bottom of the spar should read % in. Eliminate the identification "datum line" referring to the center line running through the fitting mounting



holes. (That is the detail that tripped the draftsman resulting in too much angle of incidence). NO CM «N &C



HOLE DIMENSIONS.



THIS HOLE LOWERED J



PART NO 7 0 4 - 2 4 -



FRONT SPAR WINS ROOT FITTING



Add the following note to the blueprint in a position below the fitting illustrations, "check and adjust butt fitting location vertically on spars to obtain 3 deg. angle of incidence, reference sheet No. 1".



In the event the wings have been completed, new s with all types of aircraft whether homebuilt or manufactured, mistakes sometimes creep into aircraft drawings. In an effort to bring these corrections to the attention of our readers we would certainly appreciate receiving any changes or recommendations by distributors of aircraft drawings.



wider fittings should be made to locate the mounting holes in the correct position relative to the angle of incidence, or the same fittings moved, which ever is most convenient. Too high an angle of incidence results in undesirable flight characteristics and should be avoided.



To make our work here at Headquarters easier we would ask you to supply your material typewritten, double spaced, and drawings in dark lined pencil or ink. Mistakes found in drawings or construction practices should immediately be brought to the attention of the plan distributors.



EAA BULLETIN No. 3



A



EAA Biplane—Changes in drawing 2003-2. Improper tube size called out for wing cabane strut top ends. This will allow proper assembly of wing cabane struts. 4I3Q TUBE-



EAA BULLETIN No. 1



Baby Ace Model "C" — This deals with a change in the front spar wing root fitting. This had been published some time ago but possibly some builders of the Baby Ace "C" are not aware of this change. The wing fitting has been redesigned so as to use the same wing spar bolt holes and to lower the bolt hole that attaches the wing fitting to the fuselage wing cabane struts by one inch. This change raises the leading edge and gives the proper angle of incidence. A lower stalling speed, better takeoff and glide qualities are also gained.



gooa-g AS suowu



EAA BULLETIN No. 2



Stits Playboy Model SA3A — Blueprints (revised) Serial Numbers 502 through 591 inclusive. STE-Er\- A.M. BOLT



A drafting mistake has been found in the above listed blueprints, and this bulletin is being sent to all the recorded owners to correct the blueprints in the field. If you no longer have the blueprints please forward this bulletin to the new owner.



OUTE-P



WltOG Pft(OE-t_



Referring to sheet No. 17, the dimension between



the center line of the % in. bolt hole in the wing butt fittings, and the bottom of the spars should be changed



CABANE24



STPUT APRIL 1959
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Design Change Bulletins 

holes and to lower the bolt hole that attaches the wing fitting to the fuselage wing ... will allow proper assembly of wing cabane struts. 4I3Q TUBE- gooa-g AS ...
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Wing Design - Size 

affect the plane's flying properties. This paper is ... ness also affects the aerodynamic qualities of a wing â€” ... lent to about 1/32 inch grains of sand distributed on.
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Airplane Design 101 - Size 

is, you don't need an engineering degree to design an airplaneâ€”just the .... list, so that's good. Next month we'll make .... into the spreadsheet you can download from the EAA website. Please .... FREE copy! .... place homebuilt to carij> his wife
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Structural Design - Size 

Calculate the forces at work to maximize ... airplane's structure and work out all the .... having the correct angle is vital in .... This triangle can then be used. RPM.
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Wing Design - Size 

ISO 9001:2000 Certified. Photograph Courtesy of: Dr. Mike Schloss. Owner/Operator of â€œNaked Fannyâ€�. Airplanes built in the 1930s and. '40s were designed for ...
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Design Details - Size 

to elaborate further what the consequences could be, only to say, serious or fatal after-effects. Focus your attention to Fig. 1, showing a landing gear installation.
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Sequence of Design - Size 

OVERALL DESIGN was discussed in an earlier article ... and the wing-cell would lack torsional rigidity. .... weight of fuel and oil, (Wf)=6 Ibs. per gallon for gaso-.
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Basic Diffuser Design - Size 

heat yet, the volumetric flow rates do not change. ... A generally accepted "Rule .... stove circulated the air inside to avoid hot spots. The use of wood for this pur-.
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Instrument Panel Design - Size 

1. Any given instrument should be easy to find and identify. 2. The most important and frequently used instru- ments should have the most favorable position with.
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BULLETINS FMBDS 

Astragalus. 185. 52 frondosa. Grifola. 129. 15 fucatophylla. Dermocybe. 105. 28 fucatophyllus. Cortinarius. 128. 15 fucatum var. subglobisporum Tricholoma.
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Airplane Design 101: Part 3 - Size 

Good handling qualities throughout the whole flight regime. ... As you do this, the airplane will start slowing down and climbing. In a stable airplane, when you release the ... stick-free static margin. The major ..... To download Cirrus DUATS from 
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The Design of Pulse Jet Engines - Size 

made from tin can stock. As far as fuel is ... water also adds mass to the system and causes an increase in thrust. ... ly no maintenance is required. Along with this ...
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The Design of Pulse Jet Engines - Size 

is produced in the combustion chamber and a new change of air is sucked in. The whole cycle is then repeated. faction (or rarified portion of air) starts down the ...
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Composite Beam Design Using A Spreadsheet - Size 

Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, etc., may require .... new or renewal membership card, you will find an application making it possible to join for a friend. Fill in your.
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Landing Gear Design . . . Oshkosh 77 Forum - Size 

Duncan, an engineer, worked on guns and experimented with ways to absorb recoil. He applied this knowledge to aircraft as well. The first retractable gear was ...
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Airplane Design 101: Part 2 - Size 

mined the size of the wing and engine required to meet the design goals. You might ... weight fraction of about 10 percent ... weight of the different parts of an airplane, but it doesn't .... tio (the ratio of the tip chord divided by ..... minutes 
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Introduction To Cooling System Design - Size 

It is generally easy enough to cool a modern aircraft engine for a single flight condition. It's also fairly easy to design a very low drag cooling system. The.
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Design and Build Your Own Propeller - Size 

Y may give slightly better high speed and cruising per- formance and would ... rect Shape", gives details on plotting the center of gravity curve, if it is desired to ...
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Bulletins de paie 

1 janv. 2014 - Mis Ã  part le premier (no 25001), qui comporte la totalitÃ© des mentions requises par les textes lÃ©gislatifs et rÃ©glementaires, les modÃ¨les ...
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active service bulletins 

IMPROVEMENT TO PREVENT HUB CRACKING. C77, C79, C88, C90. 92. 4/21/1971 CYLINDER ATTACHMENT IMPROVEMENT. (REPLACE CYLINDER ...
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Bulletins de paie 

1 janv. 2015 - Les donnÃ©es communes Ã  tous les modÃ¨les sont les suivantes,sauf indication contraire : â€“ ils portent sur une entreprise non agricole d'au ...
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Bulletins de paie 

On trouvera ci-aprÃ¨s 122 modÃ¨les de bulletins de paie Ã  jour de tous les paramÃ¨tres en vigueur au. 1er janvier 2013. Les donnÃ©es communes Ã  tous ces ...
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33-00204efâ€”01 - t2040na universal compact-size design radiator 

A Radiator Thermostat is installed onto a Thermostatic. Radiator Valve Body (TRV body). The combination of both, ... Influence of heating medium: 0.8K. Response time: 23 minutes. Closing dimension: 11.5 ... air passing around the sensor of the radiat
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Major Contributor to the Evolution of Aircraft Design - Size 

q Shear flow in open thin-walled beams.pdf ... Today, Beech Aircraft Company (now Raytheon Aviation) remains a leader in the design, ... He had a small fortune as an inventor of automobile lights and became interested in aviation. ..... Ed's career e
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